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Summary
The field of spectral graph theory is based on a simple idea: The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a
graph’s adjacency matrix (and other related matrices) contain information that cannot easily be
gleaned from directly examining the graph’s combinatorial structure. The reasons for this are classical,
deep, and grounded in physical principles (thermodynamics, electromagnetism, and quantum
mechanics). This connection carries algorithmic import because the spectral data can be computed
very efficiently (both on a personal computer and on large-scale distributed systems). Since the
spectral representation has a global character, it finds remarkable application in a range of optimization
problems.
From its initial conception, the Algorithmic Spectral Graph Theory (SGT) program at the Simons
Institute had a lofty and diverse set of goals. The scientific goals were largely reflected in the content of
our three workshops and the Boot Camp, where we sought to explore and expand on the following four
themes.
From theory to practice: Spectral graph methods form both a fundamental building block of
algorithmic theory, and a central tool employed across an array of application areas (machine
learning and scientific computing being the most prominent). We felt the need to respect both
aspects by fostering interaction between the core theoretical members of our program and
practitioners and applied researchers.
SDPs and algebraic geometry: Our sister program in the Fall semester explored the role of
algebraic geometry in the theory of computation. We shared with them a strong common interest
in exploring the strength of semi-definite programming (SDP), an optimization method that can be
seen as a powerful generalization of spectral methods. Understanding the geometry of such
programs is connected to one of the most compelling open questions in computational complexity:
the Unique Games Conjecture.
Iterative methods and scientific computing: A significant wave of recent progress in spectral
graph theory has taken place at the interface with scientific computing. Extremely fast solvers for
Laplacian systems have led to remarkable algorithms that break long-standing barriers in
algorithms for classical optimization problems (such as computing maximum flows and minimum
cuts). Moreover, this connection has fomented a revolution in the application and understanding of
iterative methods (such as interior point methods for linear programming).
Kadison-Singer and interlacing polynomials: Last but not least, our semester began on the heels
of the solution of the famous Kadison-Singer conjecture (by Marcus, Spielman and Srivastava) in
operator theory and the foundations of quantum mechanics. Their proof employs methods and
intuition cultivated in spectral graph theory, combined with the theory of real-stable polynomials.
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Fundamental progress—often exciting and unexpected—was made in each of these directions.
Moreover, the diverse set of participants sparked new interactions that led to unanticipated
developments in a number of related computational areas. Indeed, the SGT program involved two
weekly seminars, a reading group, a boot camp, and three workshops; as one can see below, these
gatherings were often inspiration for new collaborations. And finally, as a general byproduct of the
environment at the Institute and the fact that it played host to a collection of brilliant and ambitious
scientists, the participants naturally produced some groundbreaking research that did not fall neatly
within the major themes of the program.
All in all, the SGT program led to publications in every major theoretical computer science conference
(FOCS, STOC, SODA, CCC, SoCG, ITCS, …). This body of work has been recognized so far by STOC
2015 and FOCS 2015 best paper awards, and a FOCS 2015 best student paper award. And, as one
demonstration of the interaction between theoretical and applied research at the institute, the SGT
program has so far produced four publications in NIPS (considered, along with ICML, as one of the two
top international conferences in machine learning).

Research Highlights
One would be hard-pressed not to label the semester a resounding success. For at least a few months,
the Simons Institute was the world epicenter for research in the theory of algorithms. We now review
some highlights from the extensive list of accomplishments arising from the SGT program.
Convex optimization
Contemporary research in algorithmic spectral graph theory relies heavily on intimate connections with
convex optimization. Moreover, general purpose principles for optimizing convex functions have
frequently been discovered first in the spectral setting (largely related to fast algorithms for Laplacian
linear systems and the application of such systems to combinatorial problems).
Some of the most groundbreaking work in this direction was performed by two of our research fellows,
Yin Tat Lee and Aaron Sidford. As the program began, they had just completed a project described as
the “biggest breakthrough in interior point methods in two decades.”
During the program, they simplified, improved, and clarified this line of work, leading to their
remarkable new paper, “Efficient inverse maintenance and faster algorithms for linear programming”
[29], which stands as the state of the art in linear programming. The paper employs many insights from
spectral graph theory and computational linear algebra.
In further monumental work carried out in part at the Simons Institute, Lee, Sidford, and UC Berkeley
student Wong presented a faster algorithm for convex programming with a separation oracle, the first
such improvement in over 25 years [55]. This leads to the fastest-known algorithms for fundamental
optimization problems like minimizing a submodular function and semi-definite programming. For
this, the authors received the Best Student Paper award at FOCS 2015.
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As a prime example of the cross-area pollination the program encouraged, during the workshop on
“Fast algorithms via spectral methods,” long-term participant Lorenzo Orecchia presented joint work
with his student Zeyuan Allen-Zhu on using first-order optimization and online learning techniques in
the design of fast spectral algorithms. Inspired by this presentation, Berkeley professor Peter Bartlett
(also a long-term participant in the program) and his Ph.D. student Walid Krichene began discussions
during the workshop that led to the development of accelerated mirror descent methods for solving
large-scale optimization problems in machine learning [47].
Semi-definite programming and sums-of-squares optimization
Semi-definite programs (SDPs) can be seen as combining the rich expressiveness of linear programs
with the global geometric power of spectral methods. Given the interest from the concurrent program
(on Algorithms and Complexity in Algebraic Geometry), understanding the computational efficacy of
SDPs was a major focus of the SGT program.
Two program organizers, James R. Lee and Prasad Raghavendra, together with long-term participant
David Steurer, discovered a proof that polynomial-size SDPs cannot solve NP-complete problems (like
the Traveling Salesman Problem). Such unconditional lower bounds on a powerful computational
model are rare in complexity theory. The main technical obstacle was to prove a lower bound on the
positive semi-definite rank of an explicit matrix, a problem that featured prominently in the sister
program as well. The resulting paper “Lower bounds on the size of semi-definite programming
relaxations” [53] won the Best Paper award at the 2015 ACM STOC Symposium.
Their method of proof relates general SDPs to those arising from the sum-of-squares (SoS) SDP
hierarchy. Pablo Parrillo (one of the discoverers of the SoS hierarchy) was a long-term participant in
both the SGT and AG programs. After the semester, he remarked that “In my view, one of the great
(non-technical) outcomes of the program was the new genuine interactions between what were previously
fairly disjoint research communities (namely, TCS and mathematical optimization). I expect many of these
to deepen in the coming years.”
While SDPs are not able to efficiently solve NP-complete problems, there was evidence that they might
be well suited to tackling some basic computational tasks arising in machine learning. Indeed, this was
one key component of the first workshop on “Semidefinite optimization, approximation, and
applications.” Workshop organizers Boaz Barak, Jon Kelner, and David Steurer demonstrated this in
[16], at least in the theoretical sense (polynomial-time algorithms). In work begun during the SGT
program, Steurer, along with visiting graduate students Sam Hopkins, Tselil Schramm and Jonathan
Shi showed that SoS methods can be used as inspiration to obtain much faster spectral algorithms for
the underlying problems [41].
The Kadison-Singer problem and TSP
The resolution of the Kadison-Singer conjecture referred to earlier did not take long to find a staggering
algorithmic application: UC Berkeley Ph.D. student Nima Ahmadipouranari and long-term program
participant Shayan Oveis Gharan first proved an elegant generalization of the Kadison-Singer
conjecture to strongly Rayleigh measures [5]. Combined with a mastery of spectral graph techniques,
they employed this generalization to give a log log 𝑛 ! ! -approximation to the value of the optimal
tour for instances of the asymmetric traveling salesman problem (TSP) [4]. Asymmetric TSP is one of
the few classical optimization problems whose approximability has remained largely a mystery. This
work was selected for plenary presentation at the 2015 IEEE FOCS Symposium.
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Long-term participant Nikhil Srivastava, in joint work with collaborators Adam Marcus and Dan
Spielman, continued the development of their theory surrounding the Kadison-Singer problem and
interlacing polynomials. In particular, they employed the framework of free probability theory [62] to
demonstrate the existence of bipartite Ramanujan graphs of every degree and every number of vertices
[63], finally resolving a long-standing open problem whose history and import are too broad to be
adequately covered here.
Core topics in Laplacian systems and spectral graph theory
One of the major advances at the interface of spectral graph theory and numerical linear algebra is the
development, starting with the seminal work of Spielman and Teng, of near-linear time solvers for
diagonally dominant linear systems. A primary challenge is to extend these solvers to more general
families of matrices (and, optimistically, to general positive semi-definite systems). A significant step
was made by program fellow Yin Tat Lee in collaboration with his coauthors [49]; they developed new
algorithms that yield near-linear time solvers for connection Laplacians, a generalization of Laplacians
that arises in image and signal processing.
A key tool in the design of fast spectral algorithms involves sparsification of a graph while preserving its
spectral structure. Batson, Spielman, and Srivastava (BSS) had already shown how to find linear-sized
sparsifiers (indeed, this was an early precursor to later work on the Kadison-Singer problem), but it was
unknown how efficiently they could be constructed. Allen-Zhu, Liao, and Orecchia [3] showed how
general purpose online convex optimization methods could find BSS sparsifiers in quadratic time.
Visiting student Allen-Zhu presented this result in one of the weekly seminars. Around midnight that
evening, office mates and institute fellows Yin Tat Lee and He Sun were walking back to their nearby
residences when their discussion turned to the day’s talk, and how one might construct BSS sparsifiers
even faster. This marked the beginning of a joint project that led to a dramatic conclusion: a near
linear-time algorithm for spectral graph sparsification [56].
Connections to applications
There are a number of prominent examples of applied work that was performed wholly or initiated at
the Institute. During the workshop on “Spectral algorithms: From theory to practice,” workshop
participant Kevin Chen and long-term visitor Kamalika Chaudhuri began discussions about whether
they could use spectral algorithms for learning parameters of more complex processes that arise in
bioinformatics. In joint work with Zhang and Song, they design a spectral algorithm to learn properties
of human genomes [80].
Research fellow Mihai Cucuringu describes his joint work with long-term participant Yiannis Koutis
thus: “I greatly enjoyed my stay at the Simons Institute. It gave me an opportunity to meet new and old
collaborators, and start on several different projects. Perhaps most importantly, the constrained clustering
project gave me the opportunity to learn about Laplacian linear system solvers from one of the experts in
the field.” Cucuringu and Koutis showed how multi-way spectral partitioning algorithms developed by
program participants can be used to obtain practical algorithms for clustering data sets with millions of
points, hundreds of times faster than state of the art software (and, in addition, these new algorithms
find better clusterings).
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Long-term participant Marina Meila remarks, “This program revived my interest in spectral graph theory,
a topic on which I had worked a decade ago. On my return to UW, I started a research program in clustering
graphs, from which resulted [78] and [79].” These publications revisit and extend well-known spectral
clustering algorithms for the Stochastic Block Model to a larger class of models with more expressive
community structures.
Finally, we mention joint work of research fellow He Sun, together with Richard Peng and Luca Zanetti
[68], who present the first rigorous analysis of the widely-employed 𝑘-means heuristic in the setting of
spectral clustering. In practice, it is often observed that a gap between the 𝑘 th and (𝑘 + 1) st
eigenvalues is an indication that the data should admit a clustering into 𝑘 clusters. Previous theoretical
results (established earlier by other program participants) showed that such a gap guarantees the
existence of a good clustering. In this work, Peng et. al. show that not only does such a clustering exist,
but it can be found by the popular 𝑘-means heuristic run on the 𝑘-dimensional spectral embedding of
the graph. This offers an elegant mathematical explanation for the effectiveness of such algorithms in
practice.

Related areas
The program led to some remarkable works that do not fall squarely under the “spectral graph theory”
umbrella. In an impressive collaboration between the two Fall programs, research fellows Ben
Rossman (Algebraic Geometry) and Li-Yang Tan (SGT), in joint work with Rocco Servedio, proved that
the polynomial hierarchy is infinite relative to a random oracle, solving a famous open problem in
computational complexity theory posed separately by Håstad, Cai and Babai in 1986. Their work [70]
received the Best Paper Award at FOCS 2015.
During the “Spectral algorithms: From theory to practice” workshop, Hui Han Chin presented an
algorithm for image denoising that he developed based on fast solvers for Laplacian linear systems.
Visiting graduate student Jakub Pachocki had a spark of inspiration: maybe some of Chin’s ideas could
be applied to finding the geometric median of a set of points in Euclidean space, a classical problem in
computational geometry. Even for the case of three points in the plane, this problem goes back to
Fermat, who famously sent a letter to Italian mathematician Torricelli asking for a solution. (The
solution is now known as the Fermat-Torricelli point of a triangle, i.e., the one that minimizes the sum
of the Euclidean distances to its three vertices.) In joint work with program organizer Gary Miller,
research fellows Lee and Sidford, and MIT graduate student Michael Cohen, they eventually produced a
spectacular advance: a nearly-linear time algorithm in any fixed dimension [27].

A picture of science at the Institute
In addition to the Boot Camp and three very well attended workshops, the program was overflowing
with scientific activity. The second and third floor common areas in Calvin Lab were frequently utilized
from early in the morning to very late at night. Certainly intense collaborations provided the
intellectual meat of the semester. More than a few projects were initiated during the daily afternoon
tea and cookies!
There were two concurrent weekly seminars: one on theoretical aspects of spectral graph theory, and
the other specially designed to highlight the application of spectral graph methods in industry (with
speakers including researchers from Google, Yahoo and Netflix, and the VP of HeartFlow—a company
using spectral methods for medical imaging).
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We also ran a weekly “as long as it takes” reading group. After the first instantiation ran for 3.5 hours, it
was agreed that, by popular vote, the group could be paused and resumed the next afternoon. There
were a number of smaller, specialized reading groups as well.
Finally, the two Open Lectures provided the larger UC Berkeley community with an opportunity to
learn about the high-level scientific content of the program. The first lecture (by program organizer
Gary Miller) covered the state of the art in using spectral graph methods to solve linear systems. The
second lecture (by program organizer James R. Lee) came near the end of the semester and was able to
report on much of the remarkable scientific progress that the program achieved.
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